Contact and Directions

Address

Chair of Sociology/Social Inequality and Gender
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Faculty of Social Science
Postal address: Universitätsstraße 150
Office address: Universitätsstraße 134, Room 3/3.02
D-44801 Bochum
Germany
Fon: +49 (0)234 32-25413
Fax: +49 (0)234 32-14502
E-Mail: sozsug@rub.de

Directions

How to get to Ruhr-Universität:
http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/anreise/index_en.html

Directions starting at the U35 stop

How to get to the Chair from the U35 stop:
• Starting at the U35 stop Ruhr-Universität, cross the bridge leading to RUB.
• Pass by the Centre for Fine Arts (Musisches Zentrum) and the Student House on the right.
• Immediately afterwards, take a right and follow the signs to the “Technologiezentrum”.
• After walking down the stairs to M-Nordstraße, follow this street passing by the MA- and TZR-buildings, until you get to the building Universitätsstraße 134 (Akafö-house) on the right-hand side.
• The Chair is located on the third floor.

Barrier-free way
• Starting at the U35 stop Ruhr-Universität, cross the bridge leading to RUB.
• Pass by the Centre for Fine Arts (Musisches Zentrum) and the Student House on the right.
• Afterwards, you pass by the university library on the left-hand side and take the entry to the MA-building on the right behind the shops.
• Take one of the lifts on the south side of the building and travel down to level 01.
• Now pass the building and take the exit at the north side.
• Now cross the M-Nordstraße (you can find a flat border stone on the right next to the stairs to the Student House).
• Follow the M-Nordstraße, passing by the MA- and TZR-buildings, until you get to the building Universitätsstraße 134 (Akafö-house) at the right-hand side.
• The Chair is located on the third floor.